
INCLUDED WITH PURCHASE:
8 x 1 1/4 inch Phillips 

wafer head screwS

Step #1 Step #3 Step #5Step #2 Step #4

How to use your door deckers

* When stacking, hollow-core doors can be stacked up eight to ten doors high. However we recommend solid-core 
doors only be stacked no more than three to four doors high.
* For long or heavy doors, three Door Decker brackets can be used in a tripod arrangement. Four Door Decker 
brackets can also be used in this situation (one on each corner) to facilitate easier handling.
* To help prevent bridging when using latex paint, a washer can be used as a spacer between the door end and the 
Door Decker bracket. If a bridge forms it may be necessary to score along the Door Decker to prevent tearing upon 
removal.
* to prevent a chance of warping do not leave the doors stacked for an overly extended period. We recommend 
monitoring the drying process and flipping the entire stack over if warping begins. You can also utilize the on-edge 
Rubber feet included with this purchase. See included instuctions.
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Attach a Door Decker bracket to 
the approximate center of each 
end of a door using the enclosed 
or similar screws. Make sure the 
door deckers are installed in the 
same direction. (Hollow metal doors 
require self tapping screws which are 
not included with your purchase.)

Lay the doors on saw-horses. 
Spray the side of door that is 
facing upward & the edge of the 
door that is closest.

turn the door over and Spray 
the opposite side & edges.

After spraying both sides, stack 
to dry. Hollow-core doors can 
be stacked up to 8-10 doors high 
and solid-core doors should only 
stacked 3-4 doors high. Stack and store out of the 

way FOR DRYING.

When using this product, wear eye protection & handle with care. Tools may 
have sharp edges. Use discretion when stacking doors to avoid collapse or 
back injury. Improper use of this product can result in damage or injury.

For TIPS and additional products visit SpeedPaintingTools.com
11641 Indian Hill Road, Amarillo, TX. 79124

PH:: 806-355-4360    Email: info@speedpainting.com


